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We study expansions in polynomials {~~(x)}~ generated by C,“,, P,,(x)t” = 
A(t) +(xt%‘(t)), 8(O) i 0, and x:f, P,(x)P = Z;el A,(t) $(xtt,), l 1 ,..., ek being 
the R roots of unity. The case K = 1 is contained in a recent work by Fields and 
Ismail. We also prove a new generalization of Vandermond’s inverse relations. 
Notation. We use the contracted notation 
zA(%p,lg! =ioS$ 
for the hypergeometric function 
2-g (;; y-: ;; 1 z) T 
where (ap)k = nF=, (a& , with (cc)~ = r(ol + k)/r(or). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Polynomial expansions of analytic functions and obtaining generating functions 
are old subjects that have attracted several mathematicians lately. Fields and 
Wimp [6] expanded hypergeometric functions in terms of Jacobi and Laguerre 
type polynomials. They essentially proved 
(;;‘, F n + UP 
-2) *+l ( 1 +2n+y,n+bo (1-l) 
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via Laplace transform and induction, and derived 
from (1.1) by confluence. Verma [14] generalized (1.1) to 
and obtained a result corresponding to (1.2), also by confluence. He also estab- 
lished a basic analog as well as a two-dimensional analog of the above formula. 
However, these analogs and extensions did not shed any light on the structure 
behind these expansions. Later, Verma [15] generalized a result of Niblett to 
* ,go @ +C~)~+~-k (A +k 4 1 -na),+,-k b,,  $1  1 
(1.4) 
which, at first sight, seems to be unrelated to (1.3). Later, Fields and Ismail [7] 
observed that (1.3) and (1.4) are formal expansions of the form 
where the R,(z)‘s are power series and the PJw)‘s are generated by 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
where A(t), H(t), and d(t) are formal power series with A(0) H’(0) # 0. They 
also used a different approach based on orthogonality relations or inverse 
relations. For other related results see [l, 3-5, 12, 171. For finding generating 
functions of the form (I .6) for orthogonal polynomials see [8]. 
The present work is a continuation of Fields and Ismail’s. We start, in Sec- 
tion 2, by establishing a generalization of Vandermonde’s inversion relations and 
409/57/3-16 
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use it to obtain a new generalization of (1.2). In Section 3 we study expansions 
in polynomials generated by 
f P,(x) tl’ = i 2ii(t)~(xtcj), (1.7) 
7L=O j=1 
where pi , e2 ,..., ek are the k-roots of unity. This includes, in particular, expan- 
sions in the Euler polynomials (S,(z)} and {C,(z)} generated by 
and 
(1.9) 
These polynomials were studied by Bernstein [2]. Expansions in polynomials 
generated by (1.7) when 4(x) is the exponential function have also been inves- 
tigated; for example, see [9, lo]. The last section, Section 4, is devoted to 
studying expansions in polynomials {P,(X)}; generated by 
?ZO P,(x) 1’2 = -4(t) #(&6(t)), (1.10) 
where A(t), 4(t), and 0(t) are power series with A(O) 0(O) # 0 and k is a positive 
integer. It is obvious that (1.6) is the special case k = 1 of (1.10). A generating 
function of type (1 .lO) appears in [13]. 
2. A GENERALIZATION OF VANDERMONDE INVERSION RELATIONS 
A sequence {cJ~ is called [16] f d a un amental sequence if c,, = 0 and c, # 0 
for n > 0. We follow Ward’s notation and write [n] for c, and define factorials 
[n]! and binomial coefficients [y] by 
[n]! = 0 if n = 0, 
n [I -0 
and 
j- 
if i > n, 
=[l]-*.[n] if n>O, [nl! - [j][n-j]! if j(n) 
respectively. A fundamental sequence is called normal if ~~-,, [;I(-l)i is 6,,, . 
Clearly cj”_, [‘J(-l)j vanishes for n odd since [‘J = rnTj]. Therefore the 
restriction of being normal is only a restriction on ca , cq ,..., while ci , ca ,... 
remain arbitrary. 
We now state our generalization of Vandermonde’s inversion relations. 
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THEOREM. I f  {[n]}: is a normd sequence then 
The proof follows by substitution from one relation into the other and using 
the normality requirement. 
Let 
P,(W) = jJo [T] ujwi* 
Then, by the above theorem we get 
U,W” == go [y] (--l)“+j Pj(W). 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
Multiplying (2.2) by b,zn and summing over n =.: 0, l,..., we obtain 
Formula (2.3) generalizes Fields and Wimp’s formula (1.2), and is self-dual; see 
[7]. Note that the polynomials P,(w) of (2.1) d o not, in general, have a generating 
function of type (1.6). 
3. EXPANSIONS IT POLYNOMIALS GENERATED BY (1.7) 
Ozegov [l l] proved that a polynomial set (P,(x)}; satisfies PP,(x) = Pn-&), 
D z d/ax, Pj(x) :: 0 if j < 0 if and only if (1.7) is satisfied with 4(x) = e” and 
Given any fundamental sequence {[n]}:, we associate a linear operator 9 
defined on formal power series by 9x” = [n] x+-l, n = 0, l,... . It is easy to see 
that L.PPn(x) = Pn.+(x) if and only if (1.7) and (3.1) are satisfied with +(x) = 
c,“_0 x”/[n]!. 
Consider polynomials {P,(x)}; satisfying (1.7) and (3.1). Set C(x) = C~~O+,~n, 
Ai = C,“_, ui,,tn. It is clear that 
728 
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CL~,~-~ = C ai,n-rci’. 
j-1 
Relation (1.7) implies, upon choosing ci = exp (2~ilj), 
(3.3) 
If we denote C,“=, P,(X) tn by G(x, t), then (3.4) can be written in the matrix 
form 
A,(t) .‘. 4cw 
A3( t!r,) 4Wl) 
. . . . 
A&k& A,(tk,+,) 1.1 Arc-&h--1) 
(3.5) 
We make the additional assumption that the above k x k matrix formed from the 
A’s is nonsingular at t = 0. Thus we can express +(xt) in terms of PJx)‘s. The 
resulting relation is an inverse to (3.2) and of the form 
&pn = f &.,2T(4 (3.6) 
r=o 
It is clear that A,,, # 0 since Pi,,, # 0, by (3.3). Now multiply (3.6) by $,,v” 
and add for n = 0, l,..., to get 
Relationship (3.7) is the sought expansion. Note that because the inverse 
relations (3.2) and (3.6) are essentially inversions of infinite triangular matrices 
we can interchange the h’s and p’s. This leads to the dual expansion 
EXAMPLE. Consider the case k = 2, A,(t) = (1 + e-“)/(e” + e-f), A,(t) = 
(1 - et)/@+ + e-“). Th is contains the Euler’s polynomials {C,(x)}~ generated by 
(1.8) as the case & = l/n!. In this case the matrix 
[ 
40) 40) 
40) 40) 1 
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is not singular and we have 
w> = 2 (gig fto P,(x) tn - 2 (--&$q i P&) (4”. 
n=O 
In this case (3.2) and (3.6) will be 
P744 z =t fro (n+f:)! - k,-,(I $ (-1)‘) + (-I)7 y (” ; ‘) w--l)“-z - I)] 
I=0 
and 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
respectively, where E. , El ,... are the Eulerian numbers generated by 
2,/(e* -j- e-l) = f Entn,t”l(fZ!). 
?t=O 
From (3.10) one may derive (3.7) in the present special case as well as its dual 
(3.8). 
We would like to emphasize that the key in the above expansions is the inverse 
relations (3.2) and (3.6). H owever, generating functions provide a rich source 
of these relationships. 
4. POLYNOMIALS GENERATED BY (1.10) 
Let (P,(X)}: be a sequence of polynomials generated by (1.10). Set 
A(t) {tkO(tp = i p,,p+kn, Pn.0 f 0. 
j=o 
From (l.lO), (4.1), and (4.2) we get 
(4-l) 
(4.2) 
ba/kl 
P*(X) = c h’cLi.n-kfx’* 
j=e 
(4.3) 
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On the other hand, performing the change of variable tV(t) --: u so that t =- 
u’%~(u), 9(O) # 0, we obtain 
[A(zw~(u))]- f” P&g u”‘“pyu) = gu4). (4.4) 
Let 
(u’l”~(u))“/A(u’~“~(u)) = j; h,*jU(n+j)lk. 
From (4.4) and (4.5) we get 
(4.5) 
Multiplying (4.6) by b,akn and adding for n := 0, l,..., we obtain 
(4.6) 
where 
(4.7) 
Rh) := f ~rn~,,kn?~n~+l+r(n-l~,kl . (4.8) 
WP=O 
An example of this type is the main result of .[13; see formula (1 l)]. This 
is indeed the case 
A(t) =r +2&l ) pj,n-kj z- (-l)n ( 
a -I- ; +- “) (--4kil(l + a -k q,j . 
It is easy to perform the aforementioned operations to get 
h,,j = (a + 6 f 6j)(U -t 1)+,/j!. 
Therefore (4.7) reduces to 
which obviously contains Eq. (11) of [13] and seems to be new. Furthermore 
its dual expansion also seems to be new. 
For known special cases of (4.9) and applications of these generating functions 
or expansions we refer the reader to [7, 131. 
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